


Delfin's Xtractor range of vacuums is specifically 
designed for application in the floor preparation, 
building and construction industries. It is today the 
preferred choice of thousands of contractors and 
OEMs.

FloorFloor preparation machines such as cement and 
concrete grinders, scarifiers, edgers, shotblasters, 
power tools, create a lot of fine dust that needs to 
be removed quickly and effectively, over long 
periods of time and in tough working conditions. 

Xtractor
Delfin's Xtractor range is the answer to this demand, 
providing sturdy machines 100% steel built, with high 
filtration capacity, designed for a continuous and 
effective extraction of the dust and debris.

AdditionalAdditional features such as HEPA certified filters, 
innovative filter cleaning systems and collection 
systems such as the Longopac™ continuous dust 
bagging system, guarantee a complete removal of the 
finest dust particles and their safe disposal, thus 
protecting the operator and the environment from 
potential contact with harmful dust. 

Delfin'sDelfin's Xtractor vacuums can be provided with a full 
range of dedicated accessories and options 
(pre-separators to increase filter efficiency, sturdy steel 
floor cleaning brushes, antistatic heavy duty hoses, 
PTFE coated filters) that increase their efficiency. 
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> Single-phase industrial vacuums from 1.150 to 3.450 Watt

> Three-phase industrial vacuums from 2,2 to 25 kW

> 100% steel construction

> High Surface Filters for fine dust

> Manual or automatic filter cleaning systems

> Filter clogging detection

> > Longopac™ safe bagging system

> PTFE filter

> GPL / Propane powered vacuums

> Antistatic hoses

> Floor cleaning accessories

> Sliding damper 
        for Dustop filter cleaning

> German TÜV SÜD certificate for Asbestos

> Power tool connection
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